WE CALL ON THE UNITED STATES TO:

1. Declare an end to the Korean War and a willingness to live in mutual co-existence with China and North Korea, as well as publicly recognize the condition of mutual vulnerability that exists with both states’ nuclear forces.

2. Propose a no-first use nuclear dialogue with China.

3. Codify the US moratorium on ASAT testing and continue supporting efforts to multilateralize the moratorium.

4. Issue a “No Nuclear Deployment” executive order instructing US forces to refrain from nuclear deployments to the Korean peninsula except by presidential direction.

5. Introduce end-use restrictions on the sale and transfer of precision-guided munitions (missiles and unmanned systems).

6. Lobby the congress to pass the US Restricting First Use of Nuclear Weapons Act, and encourage China and North Korea to adopt similar legislation.

7. Defund the nuclear variant of the Sea-Launched Cruise Missile (SLCM-N), which introduces heightened nuclear risks without an adequate deterrence benefit.

8. Begin a strategic security dialogue with North Korea.

9. Propose rescoping extended deterrence dialogues with Japan and South Korea to encompass reassurance and nuclear-risk reduction measures.

10. Halt development of ground-based, intermediate-range missiles and encourage all Northeast Asian governments to do the same.

11. Negotiate a ban on low-yield “tactical” nuclear weapons with China & North Korea.

12. Negotiate a “no-dead-hand” (fail deadly) nuclear restriction with China & North Korea.

13. Issue an executive order expressing the intent to ratify the CTBT and directing US compliance until then; support Northeast Asian efforts to elevate the CTBT, including a principle of ‘no first test.’

14. Move toward a nuclear-weapons-free zone in Northeast Asia by negotiating a monitored, mutual ban on nuclear weapons within the Exclusive Economic Zones (200 nautical miles) of the Korean Peninsula's coastlines.

15. Support a freeze of advanced conventional weapons and reallocate 2% of the defense budget saved to UN programs; lobby Northeast Asian governments to do the same.

16. Commit to a “No Leadership Assassinations and No Forced Regime Change” pledge.

17. Support development of a region-wide missile launch notification regime.

18. Invest in research on non-offensive defense strategic thinking.